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Abstract—A multi-outputs DC-DC topology based on hybrid
modulation of pulse frequency modulation and phase shift is
proposed in this paper. The proposed hybrid modulated multioutputs converter is derived from the integration of a three-phase
LLC resonant converter and the full bridge converter. With the
hybrid modulation, the multi outputs are controlled
independently free from cross regulation, and isolated from each
other. With the three-phase interleaving operation, the resonant
currents can be reduced and thus the efficiency will be improved.
Furthermore, the output current ripple of the main output
voltage is reduced, as a consequence, the lifetime of the output
filter capacitor is extended and the reliability is reinforced.
What’s more, the number of the power switches are reduced and
zero-voltage-switching of the power switches can be achieved
within the entire load range by the proposed integrated topology.
All of the above-mentioned features of the proposed converter
will lead to a compact, efficient and cost-effective design. Finally,
a 1.4kW triple-outputs laboratory prototype is built and tested to
validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
converter.

Index Terms—Three-phase LLC resonant converter, full
bridge converter, multi-outputs DC-DC converter, hybrid
modulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ulti-outputs DC-DC converters are found widely
used
in various applications, such
as
telecommunication power supplies, consumer
electronics, renewable energy systems, battery
chargers, and EVs, etc [1-5]. The multi-outputs converters are
a kind of converters whose output voltages are derived from
single-input converter, which show higher power density,
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lower system cost with reduced power switches compared to
the several single-output DC-DC converters solutions. The
commonly multi-outputs DC-DC converters are derived from
the classical DC-DC converters, such as Buck, Boost, Cuk, etc.
[6-8] introduce some commonly used high frequency
isolated DC-DC converters, among the various DC-DC
converters with high frequency isolation, full bridge converter
and LLC resonant converter are two types of converters that
attract great interests of research for their soft-switching
performance, high efficiency and high-power density. The full
bridge converter [9, 10], whose output voltage is controlled by
the phase angle between the bridge branches, can achieve
zero-voltage switching (ZVS) without additional auxiliary
circuit, as a result, the main features of the full bridge
converter include high efficiency and high-power density.
However, the full bridge converter has several drawbacks
including: the ZVS operation will lose under light load
conditions, which leads to decreased efficiency and high
electro-magnetic interference (EMI) [11]; the diodes of the
secondary side operate in hard-switching and the parasitic
oscillation across the rectifier increases the voltage stress of
devices and causes output noise [9]; a large series inductance
will be needed to achieve the ZVS operation, which will cause
duty cycle loss and high voltage spikes on the secondary side
rectifiers [12]. Some counter measures have been proposed to
mitigate the aforementioned constraints [13, 14]. However,
these counter measures need extra clamp circuits which will
decrease the power density.
The resonant converters [15, 16], whose output voltage is
regulated by the switching frequency. Compared to the full
bridge converters, the resonant converters can achieve softswitching operation within the entire load range by the
resonance of the resonant capacitor and the resonant inductor.
The LLC resonant converters are widely used as the DC-DC
stage due to the superior performance [17-19]. Nevertheless,
the resonant converters have also some drawbacks including:
the resonant current is usually large which will increase the
conduction loss and decrease the efficiency [20]; the large
output current ripple is also large which will shorten the
lifetime of the output capacitor and degrade the reliability of
the power converters [21]. In order to decrease the resonant
current, the multi-phase resonant converters have been
presented [22-25]. Thanks to the multi-phase architecture, the
converters have advantages of lower resonant current and
reduced output current ripple allowing small-size filter
requirement. Among the various multi-phase DC-DC
converters, the three-phase architecture is one of the most
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popular multi-phase architectures which have been studied in
[26-28]. It has been proved in [29] that the three-phase
interleaved LLC resonant converter can achieve automatic
current sharing by interconnecting the primary sides into a
common Y node [30] and the secondary sides into a common
Y-node [24]. Furthermore, the three inductors and
transformers can be integrated into one magnetic component
[29], which can increase the power density.
A variety of multi-outputs converters have been reported in
recent literatures. [31] presents a multi-outputs topology
derived
methodology
for
single-input-multi-output
applications based on single-switched non-isolated DC-DC
converters. With the presented topological construction
method, one can obtain a variety of multi-outputs converters
based on buck, boost, Cuk, SEPIC, etc. However, the derived
multi-outputs converters suffer from the hard-switching
operation and non-isolation. [32] presents a secondary-side
modulated DC-DC topology with high frequency isolation
which can achieve ZVS over a wide load range. The
secondary-side modulated structure can be extended to
provide multi-outputs and the multi-outputs are controlled
independently and isolated from each other. However, the
presented converter can’t achieve ZVS over the full load range,
and moreover, the secondary-side is changed into an active
rectifier which will increase the control complexity and
system cost.
In order to alleviate the aforementioned constraints and
limitations, this paper proposes a hybrid modulated multioutputs DC-DC topology. The proposed converter is derived
from integrating the three-phase LLC resonant converter and
full bridge converter. Hybrid modulation of pulse frequency
modulation (PFM) and phase shift control is used in the
proposed converter. One of the contributions is that the output
voltages of the proposed topology are controlled by the pulse
frequency and the phase shift angles. Furthermore, the other
contribution is that the three-phase LLC resonant converter
has smaller resonant current and output current ripples, which
will increase the system efficiency. Moreover, the multioutput voltages are isolated from each other by the high
frequency transformer and soft-switching operation is
achieved without requiring additional auxiliary circuit within
the entire load range. Therefore, the proposed converter has a
compact, efficient and cost-effective topology with reduced
numbers of power switches.
This paper is organized as follows. The proposed topology,
circuit configuration description and operational principles
analysis are exhibited in Section II. The characteristics and
design considerations of the proposed multi-outputs converter
are analyzed in Section III, which demonstrates that the multi
outputs are controlled independently without cross regulation.
Section VI exhibits the experimental results, which validate
the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed topology.
Finally, the conclusions are made from the investigation in
section V.

II. PROPOSED HYBRID MULTI-OUTPUTS CONVERTER
AND OPERATION PRINCIPLES
A.Derivation of Proposed Hybrid Modulated Multi-Outputs
Converter
The resonant converter and the full bridge converter are two
different kinds of commonly used high frequency isolated DCDC converters. The output voltage of the resonant converter is
modulated by the switching frequency, while the output
voltage of the full bridge converter is modulated by the phase
shift between the bridge branches irrelevant to the switching
frequency. The three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC converter
which is commonly used in high power level is shown in Fig.
1, the three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC converter can achieve
automatic current sharing by interconnecting the primary sides
into a common Y-node and the secondary sides into a
common Y-node, which has been proved in [29, 30]. Fig. 1 (b)
shows the voltages between the midpoints of the bridge
branches which are symmetric square waves, and can be used
as the input voltage in the full bridge converter.
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Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC
converter. (a) Three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC converter, (b)
Voltages between the midpoints of bridge branches.
The multi-outputs converter is derived from the integration
of the three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC converter and the full
bridge DC-DC converter, which is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 (a)
presents a dual outputs circuit topology that the main output
voltage Vout is derived from the three-phase LLC resonant DCDC converter, bridge A and B form a full bridge DC-DC
converter and the additional auxiliary output voltage Vaux is the
output voltage of the full bridge DC-DC converter. Fig. 2 (b)
presents a triple outputs circuit topology that the main output
Vout is derived from the three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC
converter, bridge A, B and C form two full bridge DC-DC
converters and two additional auxiliary output voltages Vaux1
and Vaux2 are the output voltages the two full bridge DC-DC
converters. Fig. 2 (c) presents a quadruple outputs circuit
topology which has a main output voltage Vout and three
additional auxiliary output voltages Vaux1, Vaux2 and Vaux3. The
proposed multi-outputs converter features attributes of lower
cost and higher power density without cross regulation by the
combination of the three-phase LLC resonant DC-DC
converter and the full bridge DC-DC converter.
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Fig. 2 Topology derivation based on modulated three-phase
LLC resonant DC-DC converter and full bridge converter. (a)
Topology of dual outputs, (b) topology of triple outputs, (c)
topology of quadruple outputs.
This paper takes the topology of triple outputs as shown in
Fig. 2 (b) as example to analyze the proposed multi-outputs
converter, the output voltage Vout is regulated by the switching
frequency and the two additional auxiliary output voltage Vaux1
and Vaux2 will be left unregulated as the phase shift angles
between two bridge branches are 120o. As shown in Fig. 2 (b),
MOSFETs S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 are used to form a two-level
three-phase structure. Three resonant capacitors Cr1, Cr2 and
Cr3, three resonant inductors Lr1, Lr2 and Lr3, and three
magnetizing inductance Lm1, Lm2 and Lm3 form a three-phase
LLC resonant tank. Two dc blocking capacitor CB1 and CB2
and transformers Taxu1 and Taux2 with leakage inductance Lk1
and Lk2 consist of two full bridge converters.
B. The Operational Principles of the Proposed Hybrid
Modulated Multi-Outputs Converter
The proposed hybrid multi-outputs converter is derived
from integrating the three-phase LLC resonant converter and
the full bridge converter, and the operational principles is the
similar to the resonant converter and the full bridge converter.
The proposed converter is modulated by the pulse frequency
with pulse width 0.5. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively, shows the
operational modes and the principal waveforms of the
proposed converter. In Fig. 4, vgs1, vgs2, vgs3, vgs4, vgs5, and vgs6
are the gate-driving signals for the power switches S1, S2, S3,
S4, S5, and S6, respectively. iLr1, iLr2, iLr3 are the resonant
currents, and iLk1, iLk2 are the currents of the full bridge
converters. iD is the output current ripple of the three-phase
resonant converter. The output voltage Vout is regulated by the
switching frequency, while in order to get better current
sharing performance of the three-phase LLC resonant
converter, the phase shift angles between the two bridge
branches φ1 and φ2 are designed to be 120o.
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For sake of simplicity, some assumptions are made, listed
as follows:
1) the deadband intervals of MOSFETs are ignored;
2) the two full bridge converters are designed to be operated at
continuous conduction mode;
4) the values of the three-phase resonant tank are assumed to
be equal: the resonant capacitors Cr1, Cr2 and Cr3 are assumed
to be the same, Cr1=Cr2=Cr3=Cr; the resonant inductors Lr1, Lr2
and Lr3 are assumed to be the same, Lr1=Lr2=Lr3=Lr; the
magnetizing inductance Lm1, Lm2 and Lm3 are assumed to be the
same, Lm1=Lm2=Lm3=Lm;
5) the transformer T1, T2 and T3 have a turn ratio of
n=n1=n2=n3=Np1/Ns1, the transformer Taux1 have a turn ratio of
naux1=Np_aux1/Ns_aux1, the transformer Taux2 have a turn ratio of
naux2=Np_aux2/Ns_aux2;
6) the conducting voltage drop and equivalent resistance of
output-rectified diodes are ignored.
7) the phase shift φ1 and φ2 between the bridge branches are
designed to be 120o.
Interval 1 [ t0  t  t1 ; see Fig. 3 (a)]: This interval starts
when switch S1 turns on and switch S2 turns off at t0. Before t0,
switch S4 and S5 has already conducted. The resonant
inductors resonate with the resonant capacitors, therefore the
resonant currents iLr1, iLr2 and iLr3 vary in the sinusoidal
waveform by resonance. The input voltages of the resonant
tanks A phase and C phase are +Vin, while the input voltage of
the resonant tank B phase is 0. And the rectifier diodes Do1,
Do4 and Do5 conduct during this mode. The magnetizing
current iLm1 and iLm3 increase linearly by the clamped voltage,
while iLm2 decreases linearly. In the full bridge converters, the
voltage vAB between point A and B is +Vin, and the current iLk1
increases linearly. The voltage vBC between point B and C vBC
is -Vin, and the current iLk2 decreases linearly. The currents of
the full bridge converter are expressed as follows.
Vin  naux1Vaux1

 t  t0 
iLk1  t   iLk1  t0  
2
Lk1  naux
1L f 1

(1)

i  t   i  t   Vin  naux 2Vaux 2  t  t 
Lk 2 0
0
2
 Lk 2
Lk 2  naux
2Lf 2

Interval 2 [ t1  t  t2 ; see Fig. 3 (b)]: This interval starts
when switch S5 turns off and switch S6 turns on at t1. Switch S1
and S4 has already conducted before t1. The resonant inductors
go on resonating with the resonant capacitors, and the resonant
currents iLr1, iLr2, and iLr3 vary in the sinusoidal waveform. The
input voltage of resonant tank A is +Vin, and the input voltages
of resonant tank B and C is +Vin. The rectifier diodes Do1, Do4
and Do5 conduct during this mode. And the magnetizing
current iLm1 and iLm3 increase linearly by the clamped voltage,
and the magnetizing current iLm2 decreases linearly. In the full
bridge converters, the voltage vAB between point A and B vAB is
+Vin, and the current iLk1 goes on increasing; while the voltage
vBC between point B and C vBC is 0, and the rectifier diodes
Daux3 and Daux4 are conducting simultaneously. The capacitor
CB2 and the inductor Lk2 begin to resonate. The currents are
expressed as follows.

Vin  naux1Vaux1

 t  t1 
iLk1  t   iLk1  t1  
2
Lk1  naux
1L f 1


Vin  vCB 2  t1 

sin B 2  t  t1    iLk 2  t1  cos B 2  t  t1  
iLk 2  t  
ZB2


(2)
Interval 3 [ t2  t  t3 ; see Fig. 3 (c)]: This interval starts
when switch S4 turns off and switch S3 turns on at t2. The
switch S1 and S6 has already conducted before t2. The resonant
currents iLr1, iLr2 and iLr3 vary in the sinusoidal waveform by
resonance. The input voltages of the resonant tank phase A is
+Vin, while the input voltages of the resonant tank phase B and
phase C is 0. The rectifier diode Do2, Do3 and Do6 conduct
during this mode. And the magnetizing current iLm1 and iLm2
increase linearly by the clamped voltage, while the
magnetizing current iLm3 decreases linearly. In the full bridge
converters, the voltage vAB between point A and B is 0, and the
diodes Daux1 and Daux2 are conducting simultaneously. The
capacitor CB1 and inductor Lk1 begin to resonate. While the
voltage vBC between point B and C is +Vin, and the current iLk2
begins to increases linearly. The currents are expressed as
follows.

Vin  vCB1  t2 
sin B1  t  t2    iLk1  t2  cos B1  t  t2  
iLk1  t  
Z B1


iLk 2  t   iLk 2  t2   Vin  naux 2Vaux 2  t  t2 
2

Lk 2  naux
2L f 2


(3)
Interval 4 [ t3  t  t4 ; see Fig. 3 (d)]: This interval starts
when switch S1 turns off and switch S2 turns on at t3. The
switch S3 and S6 has already conducted before t3. The resonant
currents iLr1, iLr2 and iLr3 vary in the sinusoidal waveform by
resonance. The input voltages of resonant tank phase A and C
are 0, while the input voltage of resonant tank phase B is +Vin.
The rectifier diodes Do2, Do3 and Do6 conduct during this mode.
And the magnetizing current iLm1 and iLm3 decrease linearly by
the clamped voltage, while the magnetizing current iLm2
increases linearly. In the full bridge converters, the voltage vAB
between point A and B is -Vin, and the current iLk1 begins to
decreases linearly. The voltage vBC between point B and C is
+Vin, and the current iLk2 goes on increasing linearly. The
currents are expressed as follows.
Vin  naux1Vaux1

iLk1  t   iLk1  t3   L  n 2 L  t  t3 
k1
aux1 f 1
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Interval 5 [ t4  t  t5 ; see Fig. 3 (e)]: This interval starts
when switch S6 turns off and switch S5 turns on at t4. The
switch S2 and S3 has already conducted before t4. The resonant
currents iLr1, iLr2 and iLr3 vary in the sinusoidal waveform by
resonance. The input voltage of the resonant tank phase A is 0,
the input voltages of the resonant tank phase B and phase C
are +Vin. The rectifier diodes Do2, Do3 and Do5 are conducting.
The magnetizing current iLm1 decreases linearly by the
clamped voltage, while the magnetizing current iLm2 and iLm3
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increase linearly. In the full bridge converters, the voltage vAB
between point A and B vAB is -Vin, as a result, the current iLk1
decreases linearly. The voltage vBC between point B and C vBC
is 0, and the rectifier diodes Daux3 and Daux4 are conducting
simultaneously. The capacitor CB2 and inductor Lk2 begin to
resonate. The currents are expressed as follows.
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Interval 6 [ t5  t  t6 ; see Fig. 3 (f)]: This interval starts
when switch S3 turns off and S4 turns on at t5. The switch S2
and S5 has already conducted. The resonant currents iLr1, iLr2
and iLr3 vary in the sinusoidal waveform by resonance. The
input voltages of the resonant tank phase A and phase B is 0,
the input voltage of the resonant tank phase C is +Vin. The
rectifier diodes Do2, Do4 and Do5 are conducting. The
magnetizing current iLm1 goes on decreasing linearly, while the
magnetizing current iLm2 begins to decrease linearly, and the
magnetizing current iLm3 goes on increasing linearly. In the full
bridge converters, the voltage vAB between point A and B vAB is
0, and the rectifier diodes Daux1 and Daux2 are conducting
simultaneously. The capacitor CB1 and inductor Lk1 begin to
resonate. The voltage vBC between point B and C vBC is -Vin,
and the current begins to decrease. The currents are expressed
as follows.

S3

S1

RL2

Vaux2
RL3

Daux4

Do2 Do4 Do6

(d)
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t
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III. CHARACTERISTICS AND ANALYSIS
Lf2

Vaux2

Taux2
T3

Co3
Do2 Do4 Do6

RL3

Daux4

(f)
Fig. 3 Operational modes of the proposed converter, (a)
Interval 1 ( t0  t  t1 ), (b) Interval 2 ( t1  t  t2 ), (c) Interval 3
( t2  t  t3 ), (d) Interval 4 ( t3  t  t4 ), (e) Interval 5 ( t4  t  t5 ),
(f) Interval 6 ( t5  t  t6 ).

Fig. 4 Principal waveforms of the proposed converter.

The proposed topology is derived from the integration of
the three-phase LLC resonant converter and the full bridge
converters. The multi outputs are regulated by the hybrid
modulation of PFM and PWM without cross regulation. This
section analyzes the characteristics of the three phase LLC
resonant converter firstly, and then analyzes the characteristics
of the full bridge converter. Finally, a design example is
presented to illustrate the design procedure.
A. Characteristics Analysis of the Three-Phase Resonant
Converter
The converter is analyzed using the fundamental harmonic
analysis (FHA). All the components are reflected to the
primary side, and the circuit can be simplified into one-phase
circuit, as shown in Fig. 5 (a), the per-phase phasor equivalent
circuit can be depicted in Fig. 5 (b). The input voltage in Fig.
5 (b) is represented by the fundamental component of the
square-wave voltage across AN, the equivalent output
resistance can be derived as [33].
8n 2
Rac  2 RL
(7)
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A

Cr

Lr

RL' / 2

'
o1

C /2

RL' / 2

Co' 1 / 2

Lm
Rac
N

(a)
A
vAN

Cr

Lr
Lm

Rac

N

(b)
Fig. 5 Equivalent single-phase circuit by fundamental
harmonic analysis, (a) equivalent circuit of one phase, (b) perphase phasor equivalent circuit.
Based on the FHA, the voltage gain of the per-phase LLC
resonant circuit can be express as follow.
1
1
MH =
(8)
2
2
n 
1 
k 
2
1  k  2   Q  f n  
fn 
fn 


Where k is the inductance ratio, fn is normalized frequency,
and Q is quality factor, which are defined as follows.
Lr / Cr
f
L
(9)
k r
fn  s
Q
Lm
fr
Rac
Where fs is the switching frequency, and fr is the resonant
frequency of resonant inductor Lr and resonant capacitor Cr.

B. Characteristic Analysis of the full bridge Converter
The two auxiliary output voltages Vaux1 and Vaux2 are the
output voltage of two full bridge converters who share one
bridge branch. In the conventional design of the full bridge
converter, the auxiliary inductor needs to be specially
designed to help achieving soft-switching operation. However,
the auxiliary inductor will cause the duty cycle loss, and the
bigger the more serious. Therefore, there is a balance between
the soft-switching operation and the duty cycle loss in the
conventional full bridge converter. What’s worse, the softswitching operation will lose under light load condition, which
will decrease the reliability and efficiency.
In the proposed multi-outputs converter, the power switches
can keep the soft-switching operation within the entire load
range by the existence of the LLC resonant tank in the
proposed converter. As a consequence, the auxiliary inductor
in the proposed converter does not need to be specially
designed. As a consequence, the duty cycle loss caused by the
auxiliary inductor can be ignored. In this paper, the auxiliary
inductors Lk1 and Lk2 are the leakage inductance of the
transformer Taux1 and Taux2. The voltage gain of the full bridge
phase shift converter can be expressed as follows without
considering the duty cycle loss.

ML 



(10)
 naux
Where naux is turns ratio of the transformer, and the phase shift
angle φ in (10) is 120o in the three-phase LLC resonant
converter.
From the above analysis, the PFM is adopted in the LLC
resonant converter and the PWM is adopted in the full bridge
converter. The multi output voltages of the LLC resonant
converter and the full bridge converter are regulated by
different categories of variables, which will not affect each
other.
C. Design Considerations
A design example is presented to illustrate the design
procedure. The proposed converter is designed and built
according to the following key specifications.
Input voltage Vin: 400 VDC
Main output voltage Vout: 200V-400 VDC
Auxiliary output voltage Vaux1: 36 VDC
Auxiliary output voltage Vaux2: 48 VDC
Maximum output power of main output voltage Pout: 1kW
Maximum output power of auxiliary output power Paux1 and
Paux2: Paux1=200W, Paux2=200W
1). Selection of the Resonant Tank Components
To determine the values of the resonant tank components, it
is necessary to select the turns ratio of the transformer firstly.
The turns ratio is determined that the efficiency of the
converter in the mid-voltage (300V) is maximized since the
converter is expected to work at the mid-voltage most of time.
The voltage gain of the three-phase LLC resonant is expressed
in (10), for the prototype circuit, turns ratio is determined by
assuming that the converter operates with voltage gain MH=1,
so that the turns ratio can be calculated as follows.
V
400
(11)
n  in  1 
 1.5
Vout
300
The turns ratio n is determined to be 1.5. The maximum
voltage gain MH_max=Vout_max/Vin=1, and the minimum voltage
gain MH_min=Vout_min/Vin=0.5.
The resonant frequency fr is determined to be 100kHz in the
prototype circuit, and the resonant circuit’s parameters can be
calculated at full load.
1
Cr 
2  Q  f r  Rac
(12)
1

 48.4nF  47 nF
2  0.45  100  103  73
Where Q is load factor, whose value is usually selected
ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 when determining the circuit
parameters. Rac is equivalent load resistance which can be
calculated as follows.
8  n 2 Vout 8  1.52 200
(13)



 73
Rac 
5
I out
2
2
The resonant capacitor Cr is determined to be 47nF. The
resonant inductor Lr can be determined as follows.
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Lr 

1

 2  f r 2 Cr



1

 2 100 10 

3 2

 47  109
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IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
VERIFICATIONS

2
0

-2

-4
-6
0.5

(c)
Fig. 6 Simulated waveforms of proposed multi-outputs
converter at Vout=300V, Vaux1=36V, Vaux2=48V with full load.
(a) Resonant currents of the three-phase resonant tank, (b)
currents of the full bridge converter, (c) switching current of
the power switch S1.
2). Transient waveforms
Fig. 7 presents transient waveforms with load changes. Fig.
7 (a), (b) and (c) shows the transient waveforms with one of
output powers of switches from half power to full power,
while the other two output power remains unchanged. It can
be seen that the variation of one of the outputs will not affect
the other two outputs.
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A. Simulation Results
1). Steady state waveforms
A MATLA/Simulink simulation model used to verify the
analysis of the proposed multi-outputs topology is built and
simulated. The key parameters used in the simulation model is
listed in Table 1. Fig. 6 shows the simulated waveforms of the
proposed converter under Vout=300V, Vaux1=36V, Vaux2=48V
with full load. Fig. 6 (a) shows the simulated resonant currents
of the three-phase resonant tank that varies in the sinusoidal
shape. Fig. 6 (b) shows the primary side currents of the full
bridge converter. Fig. 6 (c) shows the switching current
flowing through the power switch, and it is demonstrated that
zero voltage turn on can be achieved on the power switches.

4

Current(A)

The resonant inductor Lr is determined to be 53μH.
2). Selection of Components of Full Bridge Converter
The power switches in the proposed converter can keep
ZVS within the entire load range by the existence of the threephase LLC resonant tank. The inductor in the full bridge
converter doesn’t need to be specially designed, and the only
component needs to determine is the turns ratio of the
transformer. The voltage gain of the full bridge converter is
expressed in (10) and the phase shift angle φ is 120o, and the
turns ratio of the transformer is determined as follows.
V
120
(15)
naux  in 
Vaux 180
The turns ratio naux1 of transformer Taux1 is determined to
be 7.4 and the turns ratio naux2 of transformer Taux2 is
determined to be 5.6. The key parameters used in the
prototype circuit are summarized in Table 1.

Resonant currents iLr1, iLr2, iLr3
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10
0.5

8 Switching current of S1 ids1

 53 H (14)

Time(s)

(b)

0.50005
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Load change
0.5 0.52 0.54
Time(s)
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(c)
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Fig. 7 Transient waveforms (Vout=300V, Vaux1=36V,
Vaux2=48V). (a) Pout switches from half power to full power
with Paux1 and Paux2 remain unchanged, (b) Paux1 switches from
half power to full power with Pout and Paux2 remain unchanged,
(c) Paux2 switches from half power to full power with Pout and
Paux1 remain unchanged.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
A 1.4kW MOSFET-based prototype is built to verify the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed converter, and the
experimental prototype is DSP controlled with key circuit
parameters listed in Table 1. The inductor Lk1 and Lk2 are the
leakage inductance of transformer of Taux1 and Taux2,
respectively. The full bridge converters are designed to be
operated at continuous conduction mode, and the phase shift
angles φ1 and φ2 between the two half bridge branches are
120o. Fig. 8 shows the key circuit parameters utilized in the
experimental prototypes. TMS320F28335 is used as the
microcontroller to control the power circuit, and the
parameters of the power circuits utilized in the experimental
prototype are listed in Table 1. The experimental platform is
shown in Fig. 8, a programmable DC voltage source (from
Chroma) is used as the input voltage, and two DC electric
loads are used as the load for the multi outputs. One DC
electric load (from ITECH) is used as the load for the main
output Vout, the other DC electric load (from Chroma) which
has four isolated channels and two channels are used as the
loads for the auxiliary outputs Vaux1 and Vaux2. And
oscilloscopes are used to observe the experimental waveforms.
Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope

fr (Resonant frequency)
Lr1=Lr2=Lr3 (Resonant
inductor)
Cr1=Cr2=Cr3 (Resonant
capacitor)
Lm1=Lm2=Lm3 (Magnetizing
inductor)
n1=n2=n3 (Turns ratio of
transformer)
Co1 (Output filter capacitor)

100kHz

390μF/450V

S1-S6 (Power MOSFETs)

IPW65R080CFD

Do1-Do6 (Diodes)

FDCY25S65

Deadtime

400ns

53μH
47nF
120μH
1.5

Circuit parameters for the output voltage Vaux1
Vaux1 (Output voltage)

36V

Paux1 (Rated output power)

200W

Lk1 (Leakage inductance)

10μH

CB1 (DC blocking capacitor)
naux1 (Turns ratio of
transformer)
Lf1 (Output filter inductor)

1μF

200μH

Co2 (Output filter capacitor)

3000μF

Daux1-Daux2 (Diodes)

MBRF10H150CTG

7.4

Circuit parameters for the output voltage Vaux2

Experimental prototype

DC electric load

DC electric load

Programmable DC voltage source

Fig. 8 Experimental platform of the proposed converter.
The maximum output power of the experimental prototype
is 1.4kW, and the output power of Vout is 1kW, while the
output power of Vaux1 and Vaux2 is 200W. The output voltage
Vout is modulated by the switching frequency, which is ranged
from 200V to 400V. The output voltages Vaux1 and Vaux2 are
related to the phase shift angles between the three-phase
interleaved bridge branches and the turns ratio of the
transformers, and Vaux1 and Vaux2 are designed to be 36V and
48V.
Table 1 Key circuit parameters utilized in the experimental
prototype.
Components

Parameters

Circuit parameters for the output voltage Vout
Vin (Input voltage)

400V

Vout (Output voltage)

200V-400V

Pout (Rated output power)

1kW

Vaux2 (Output voltage)

48V

Paux2 (Rated output power)

200W

Lk2 (Leakage inductance)

8μH

CB2 (DC blocking capacitor)
naux2 (Turns ratio of
transformer)
Lf2 (Output filter inductor)

1μF

200μH

Co3 (Output filter capacitor)

3000μF

Daux3-Daux4 (Diodes)

MBRF10H150CTG

5.6

1). Steady state waveforms
The experimental results of the proposed multi-outputs
converter are shown as follows. Fig. 9 shows the measured
waveforms under Vout=300V, Vaux1=36V and Vaux2=48V with
full load. The switching frequency of the power switches is
near the resonant frequency. The measured currents of the full
bridge converters are presented in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), and the
resonant currents of the three-phase resonant tank are shown
in Fig. 9 (c), and the triple output voltages Vout, Vaux1 and Vaux2
are demonstrated in Fig. 9 (d). Fig. 10 shows the measured
waveforms under Vout=400V, Vaux1=36V and Vaux2=48V with
full load. The switching frequency is below the resonant
frequency. The measured currents of the full bridge converters
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are presented in Fig. 10 (a) and (b). The measured resonant
currents of the three-phase resonant tank are presented in Fig.
10 (c), and the triple output voltages Vout, Vaux1 and Vaux2 are
demonstrated in Fig. 10 (d). It can be proved from the
experimental results that the resonant currents vary in the
sinusoidal waveform just as the theoretical analysis. The
currents of the full bridge converters increase/decrease linearly
as the input voltage is +Vin/-Vin, while during the input voltage
is 0, the leakage inductance of the transformer T4/T5 begins to
resonate with the dc-blocking capacitor CB1/CB2.
vAB
500V/div

Fig. 11 shows the switching voltage and gate-driving
signal of one of the power switches (S1) under full power, it
can be found that the switching voltage Vds falls down to zero
before the gate-driving signal Vgs turns on the power switch,
which demonstrates that the ZVS operation can be ensured.
vds
200V/div

vgs
10V/div

vBC
500V/div

ZVS
iLk2
2A/div

iLk1
1A/div

2μs/div
4μs/div

4μs/div

(a)

(b)
Vout
200V/div

iLr
5A/div

Vaux2
20V/div
Vaux1
20V/div
10μs/div

5μs/div

(c)
(d)
Fig. 9 Experimental waveforms at Vout=300V, Vaux1=36V,
Vaux2=48V with full load. (a) Measured current waveforms of
the full bridge converter Vaux1, (b) Measured current
waveforms of the full bridge converter Vaux2, (c) Resonant
currents of the three-phase resonant tank iLr1, iLr2 and iLr3, (d)
Measured output voltages Vout, Vaux1 and Vaux2.
vBC
500V/div

vAB
500V/div

iLk1
1A/div

iLk2
1A/div

Fig. 11 Switching voltage and gate-driving signal, time scale:
2μs/div.
2). Transient waveforms
In order to prove the proposed multi outputs are free from
cross regulation, transient experiment with load change is
carried out. The load transient response waveforms are
presented in Fig. 12. In order to present the variations of the
output voltages during the transient response clearly, ac
coupling of the output voltages is used. In Fig. 12 (a), Paux1
and Paux2 remain at full power unchanged, while Pout switches
from half power to full power. In Fig. 12 (b), Pout and Paux2
remain at full power unchanged, while Paux1 switches from full
power to half power. It can be found that the variation of one
voltage will not affect the other two voltages. It can be
demonstrated that the triple output voltages do not affect each
other, and the triple outputs are free from cross regulation.
AC COUPLING

Vout
10V/div

AC COUPLING

Vout
10V/div

AC COUPLING

Vaux1
2V/div

AC COUPLING

Vaux1
2V/div

AC COUPLING
4μs/div

4μs/div

(a)

(b)
Vout
200V/div

iLr
5A/div

Vaux2
20V/div
Vaux1
20V/div

5μs/div

10μs/div

(c)
(d)
Fig. 10 Experimental waveforms at Vout=400V, Vaux1=36V,
Vaux2=48V with full load. (a) Measured current waveforms of
the full bridge converter Vaux1, (b) Measured current
waveforms of the full bridge converter Vaux2, (c) Resonant
currents of the three-phase resonant tank iLr1, iLr2 and iLr3, (d)
Measured output voltages Vout, Vaux1 and Vaux2.

Vaux2
2V/div

AC COUPLING

Vaux2
2V/div

200ms/div

200ms/div

(a)
(b)
Fig. 12 Measured load transient waveforms: Paux1 switches
from half power to full power with Pout and Paux2 remain
unchanged, time scale: 200ms/div.
3). Measured efficiency
Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the measured efficiency
curve. In Fig. 13, Paux1 and Paux2 keep at full power unchanged,
while the efficiency of the experimental prototype is measured
as Pout varies from 10% power to full power under different
output voltages. The measured minimum efficiency of the
prototype is 88.1% at 400V 10% power, and the measured
maximum efficiency is 95.6% at 200V 70% power. In Fig. 14,
Pout and Paux2 keep at full power unchanged, while the
efficiency is measured as Paux1 varies from 10% power to full
power under different Vout. In Fig. 15, Pout and Paux1 keep at
full power unchanged, while the efficiency is measured as
Paux2 varies from 10% load to full power under different Vout.
As shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, it is depicted that the
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efficiencies change a little while the power of Pout keeps
unchanged. This is mainly because most of the power losses
come from the three-phase resonant converter.
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Efficienecy

0.94
0.92
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0.84
0.82
0.8
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0.6
0.7
Output Power (Pout /Pout,ma x)

Fig. 13 Efficiency
Paux2=200W).

vs

Output

power

0.8

0.9

magnetic components. Since the series resistance of the output
capacitor is very small, the power loss of the output capacitor
is ignored. From the results, it can be found that almost 54.7%
of the total loss can be attributed to magnetic loss by
transformers and inductors. 4.24% is switching loss as the
soft-switching operation can be achieved on the power
switches. By further investigating the power loss chart, the
efficiency can be improved by increasing the switching
frequency. By increasing the switching frequency, fewer
winding turns and lower core loss are expected. Therefore, the
efficiency of the converter can be improved furtherly.

1
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Fig. 16 Estimated loss distribution under Vout=300V,
Vaux1=36V, Vaux2=48V with full load (Total loss=70.74W).
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Fig. 14 Efficiency vs Output Power (Pout=1kW, Paux2=200W).
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V. CONCLUSION

1

1

Fig. 15 Efficiency vs Output power (Pout=1kW, Pau1=200W).
C. Power Loss Analysis
A breakdown of the power loss incurred at 1.4kW with
Vout=300V, Vaux1=36V, Vaux2=48V is shown in Fig. 16. The
power loss calculation is based on a combination of
experimental results (like RMS currents of the resonant
current) and theoretical data from datasheet (like Rds(on) of the
MOSFETs and forward voltage drop VF of the diodes) and the
calculation method is based on the loss calculation method in
[34,35]. The power loss includes: the switching and
conduction loss of the MOFETs, the conduction loss of diodes,
the loss of inductors and the loss of transformers. In Fig. 16,
the subscript “sw” and “con” represents the switching loss and
conduction loss, respectively. The MOSFETs can achieve
ZVS, so there is only turn off loss. The diodes can achieve
ZCS, so there is no switching loss of diodes. The subscript
“Cu” and “Fe” represent the winding loss and core loss of the

The proposed multi-outputs DC-DC topology is derived
from the hybrid modulated of three-phase LLC resonant
converter and the full bridge converter. With the hybrid
modulation of PWM and PFM, the multi outputs of the
proposed converter are controlled and free from cross
regulation. In addition, the multi outputs are isolated from
each other by the high frequency transformer. The power level
of the auxiliary output voltages could be high. In the designed
prototype circuit, the output power of the auxiliary output
voltages is about two-thirds of the per-phase resonant tank of
the main output voltage, while the power switches still can
keep zero voltage turn on. The three-phase LLC resonant tank
can reduce the resonant current and thus increase the system
efficiency. Moreover, the power switches on the primary side
can keep ZVS within the full load range. The proposed
topology shows features of reduced number of power switches,
higher power density. In consequence, all of the advantages of
the proposed converter will lead to a compact, efficient and
cost-effective design. Finally, experimental results have
validated the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
converter.
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